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Background and Accomplishments
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1. Strange quark magnetic moment & charge radius
        arXiv:1606.07075 (accepted in PRL ), RSS, Yang, et. al.

2. Gluon spin and Helicity
                                                 arXiv:1609.05937 (Submitted to PRL), Yang, RSS, et. al.

3. Nucleon EMFFs from Light-front Holographic QCD
arXiv:1609.06688 (accepted in PRD)

   RSS, de Teramond, Brodsky, Deur, Dosch

4. Neutral Weak FFs, arXiv:1611.07031 (Submitted to PRD),
RSS

*6 others including conference proceedings

*Ongoing: proton (neutron)charge radius (LQCD) /
 nucleon time-like EMFFs (LFHQCD) 
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Disconnected u, d, s - Quarks Contribution
s-quark contribution arises from vacuum, sign and 
magnitude related to nonperturbative structure of nucleon

Models and experimental results (G0,  HAPPEX,  A4, 
SAMPLE) of s-quark  EMFF quite uncertain

Nonzero strange Sachs electric FF GsE at Q2>0  implies 
different spatial distribution of s and s  in nucleon

No lattice QCD calculation of sea u,d-quarks contribution to 
nucleon EMFF at physical point—NEGATIVE CONTRIBUTION 
TO PROTON CHARGE RADIUS

A first-principle calculation required in the continuum limit 
with controlled systematic uncertainties

JLAB
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Kaplan, Manohar (88), Mckeown and Beck (89):
Theory & Experiment

Unknown

Quenched

Pion mass 650 MeV
Pion mass  317 MeV
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This work: Overlap fermion on RBC/UKQCD  DWF gauge 
configs

RSS, Yang, Alexandru, Draper, Liang, and Liu ,  
arXiv:1606.07075 [hep-ph]  

(Accepted in  PRL )

*24 quark masses including one at physical point
*Momentum transfer range 0.05 GeV2 < Q2 < 1.31 GeV2

*Combined 2-states fit of summed ratio and plateau method

Ratio of nucleon 3pt/2pt correlation function
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Q2-Extrapolation
Dipole Form vs. Model independent z-expansion

* z-expansion, R. J. Hill (2010)

*Dipole fit not stable for charge radius  
and lighter pion mass 

*Use z-expansion for rest of the calculation 

*Keep first 3 terms and  
include 4th term in systematics
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Continuum Extrapolation

 Chiral interpolation - Musolf, et. al. (97); 
Hemmert et. al (99). 

Finite volume correction - S. Beane (04)

*Global fit formula ( s-quark magnetic moment)

  A1= 0.61(16)
   A2= -2.26(49)
  A3= 0.31(12)

    A4= 0.015(16)
  A5= -4.0(2.4)

partially quenched pion mass Correlated fit
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GsM(0) |physical = - 0.064(14)(09)



Chiral extrapolation 
Manohar, Savage, Jenkins, Luke 

PL B 302:482-490, 1993

First calculation of 
disconnected u,d - quarks 

contribution at physical point

*Global fit formula ( light (u,d) quark magnetic moment)

PRELIMINARY
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Results
  GsM(0) |physical = - 0.064(14)(09)
GudM(0) |physical = - 0.118(29)(11)

(*charge factors not included*)

Most precise and accurate
 estimates of GsM 
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Strange quark electric form factor

Nonzero strange Sachs electric FF GsE at Q2>0  

implies different spatial distribution of s and s in 
nucleon

Net strangeness
 of nucleon zero

GsE(0)=0
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Charge Radii - Continuum Extrapolation

Global fit formula
*Chiral Extrapolation - Hemmert, et. al. (99); 

Hall (2012) 
*Volume Correction - Tiburzi (14) 

Charge radius

-0.0043(16)(14) fm2 -0.054(16)(13) fm2

PRELIMINARY
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An Estimate : Nucleon Charge Radii

*Include charge factors of u,d,s quarks
*for simplicity consider only central value

Proton charge radius puzzle

2. Lattice calculation of connected u,d quarks contribution is in progress

1. Calculations of neutron charge radius without DI contribution obtain smaller 
value compared to experiments  

PRELIMINARY
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Why Jefferson Lab
*Primary research interest - PDFs

Syritsyn, et. al. Lattice 2016

*JLab 12 GeV experiment

*Flavor decomposition overshoots 
experiment by 3-4 times

*How to control uncertainties and obtain 
reliable estimates at large Q2 

on the lattice

 Light-front Holographic QCD
arXiv:1609.06688 (accepted in PRD)

   RSS, de Teramond, Brodsky, Deur, Dosch
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Why Jefferson Lab

*Calculation of neutral weak FFs - G0 and HAPPEX collaborations at JLab

* Bring in new ideas 

Thank you for your consideration !

*Properties of light nuclei
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